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Point figures in Chinese landscape painting and Western landscape oil painting 
played a pivotal role.In this paper, a comparative analysis between the two start point  
figures emerged cultural background and aesthetic ideas, pointed out that the point 
figures in Chinese landscape painting and Western landscape oil painting similarities 
and differences that exist, and analyzed the characters on the screen in the points the 
role. The article is divided into the following four parts:  
    Part I: Introduction. Leads the importance of point figures the characters on the 
screen as well as in the Western landscapes that exist in the differences.  
    Part II: On the point of King character and cultural background and aesthetic 
ideas. First of all the cultural background of Western landscape painting a brief 
analysis, that the point of the aesthetic ideas of King characters exist differences.  
    Part III: This paper describes the early Chinese landscape painting and Western 
landscape oil painting in the point figuues characters, and analyzed and compared the 
similarities and differences between the two points.  
    Part IV: Description of the Point View characters on the screen in the role. 
Whether Western landscape oil painting or Chinese landscape painting, point figures 
not only the physical surroundings of the picture scene figures the atmosphere, but 
also the inner world of the portrayal of the artist.  
    Part V: Key Points described the figures in the screen's performance in practice. 
This part appears separately from the form, shape features, color performance in three 
aspects of Chinese landscape painting and landscape painting in the West Point 
carried out a comparative analysis of characters, and further emphasized the point 
person for the King the importance of the overall picture.  
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就连阳光洒在地上那斑驳的碎影，都显得生动起来。                  
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